
Hi there, 

Thank you for registering for the Victorian Challenge and Enrichment Series program, Writing for the Screen. 

A little bit about us 

If you’re not familiar with us, we are ACMI – the Australian Centre for the Moving Image. We love the moving-
image in all its forms, including film, animation, television, videogames, digital art and digital culture.

A little bit about the program 

The Writing for the Screen program will focus on developing and writing stories for a short film or animation. In 
this program we learn about where ideas come from, how to develop an idea into a story, and how to write a film 
script for your story.

If you haven’t heard some of these terms, don’t worry, we’ll explain everything when the time comes. 
You might already know that we will run two forty-five-minute videoconferences for this program, but we also 
have three ‘lessons’ for you to do in your own time – one before the first videoconference, one in between the two 
videoconferences, and one after. 

These lessons will involve some fun activities and more information. We'll email you these lessons and resources 
soon.

A little bit about you (our guess anyway) 

If you’ve registered for this program then chances are you love films, or animation, or storytelling, or all of these 
things. 

You might be shy, outgoing, or somewhere in between. You might love telling stories, writing stories, or just 
imagining stories. 

The main thing is we want you to be willing to use your imagination and be ready to try out some of the things we 
suggest to help turn those ideas into a story that will work for a short film or animation.
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What can you do between now and the first lesson? 

We’ll send you a link to your detailed lesson pages soon, but whilst you wait we encourage you to watch, read, 
and write a little bit before we get started. Here's what you can do:

1) Watch some short films and animations  

Get inspired and watch short movies and animations. We love short films but the reality is, people watch more 
feature-length films (approximately 90 minutes) than they do short films. Short films range in length but most 
are in the 5-15 minute range. This means they are told a little bit differently to longer films, so watching shorts is 
a great way to get a feel for how they are similar and different to regular length movies.

On the following page, is a recommended viewing list of some short live-action and animated films that we 
think will inspire you.

2) Keep an ideas bank 

Story ideas rarely come to us fully formed, most are like seeds that grow over time the more we think about 
them. Sometimes we leave ideas or get stuck with them and return to them later when we have fresh ideas. 
Some get stuck in our brains and we think about them for days or weeks on end. 

Either way, write your ideas down and keep them in a notepad or a word document. As the idea develops, keep 
adding notes to your idea bank. Your notes can be written but they could also be illustrations.

Do what works for you but get those ideas out of your head so you don’t lose them!

3) Read a film script 

You might already know this, but film scripts look different to novels. Even if you don’t know a lot about these 
differences you can still read film scripts. You’ll pick up on the ways they are different and similar to books by 
reading scripts, and you can also check out our quite silly introduction to Screenwriting.

Short film scripts are harder to find, but there are lots of feature length film scripts online. You can find one to 
read yourself but we recommend Coco which you can read online.

Don’t feel you need to read the entire script (unless you get hooked and simply have to finish it), we just want 
you to see what a script looks like and get a feel for how they’re written. 

That’s it for now and see you soon!

We’ll be in touch soon with more details about the lessons and videoconferences. Don’t forget you can contact 
us if you have more questions. Email us at education@acmi.net.au if it’s about your registration, but our 
special contact email for this program is writingforscreen@acmi.net.au.

You can get in touch with us any time with questions about the program and to share your work or ideas with us. 

Good luck. We can’t wait to meet you!

Recommended viewing

For Primary and Secondary students :

Kobold (2019) directed by Jasper Margaritas

Ida is given the chance to move out into her grandparent’s old and uninhabited house in the countryside. She 
accepts and drives off to move in. Yet little does Ida know that this seemingly empty and overgrown house is 
hiding something cheeky and disruptive that does not do well with new roommates. 

Watch on YouTube

Daisy’s Pickle (2017) directed by Frankie Hopkins 

Daisy’s Pickle explores the complexity of changing relationships as people mature, and the power of 
imagination. The film follows Daisy, a young girl who takes extreme measures to be with her brother after she 
finds out he is moving school. 

Watch on YouTube

The Good, the Bad, and the Noodley (2015) directed by students at The Essington School, NT. 

Business is booming for Ninja Noodle which means business is bad for The Grubby Gruel. After the noodle 
shop is raided by the town bad apple, the good Shinobi must battle against the odds to return his secret sauce 
to its rightful place. 

Watch on YouTube

Smash and Grab (2019) directed by Brian Larsen
 
Two antiquated robots risk everything for freedom and for each other after years of toiling away inside the 
engine room of a towering locomotive.

Watch on YouTube

Marry-Me (2008) directed by Michelle Lehman

Little girl likes little boy. Little boy likes BMX bike. Something has to give. 

Watch on YouTube
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https://youtu.be/vMG1jMWOPZI
https://www.imsdb.com/scripts/Coco.html
mailto:%20education%40acmi.net.au?subject=
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qLqx5D8OnsU
https://youtu.be/DlH1aDAZZxE
https://youtu.be/cASzpolub_w
https://youtu.be/A4-G7YpSFb4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XFdbZHMBxfg

